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Max priestess persona 4

&lt;&lt; Return to main social link center &gt;&gt; * Values highlighted in red are the optimal choice. * All values are with the persona of the same Arcana at your disposal. Days Available: Monday Tuesday Thursday Thursday Friday Rainy Days O O O Rank 2 Answer 1 Goign ask for one? +3 Sensei? +2 Answer 2 Sounds good. +3 What is it? +2 Decide. +2 Ranking 3 Responses 1
Making dinner at the inn? +3 On an errand? +2 Responses 2 Good luck. +3 It doesn't make sense. +0 Any other skills? +0 Reply 3 Count me! +3 I don't mind. +2 I do not know ... +0 Ranking 4 Answer 1 Let's eat! (Courage 4 Required) +3 My stomach is a little... +2 Have you tasted it? +2 Answer 2 There's always next time. +3 He's not going to cut that. +0 Can I throw it? +0
Answer 3 It's fine. +2 I'm having fun. +3 I won't feed me anymore. +2 Ranking 5 Reply 1 What's all this for? +3 Can you wear everything? +0 Reply 2 Sounds good to me. +0 Did you say no? +0 Answer 3 Are you serious? +0 That's selfish. +0 Rank 6 Reply 1 What do you do? +0 Have you improved? +2 Answer 2 Get someone to teach you. +0 Continue your training. +3 Do you
want me to teach you? +0 Answer 3 You're bad enough. +0 If you opened fire... +0 They care about you. +3 Order 7 Reply 1 Are you not coming back? +0 Are you really leaving? +0 Answer 2 It's fine. +3 They're not wrong. +3 Order 8 Answer 1 Interview? +0 Will you be on TV? +0 Answer 2 Yes you were. +0 You were fine. +3 You should have said more. +3 Order 9 Reply 1 For
everyone. +3 For me. +2 For you... +3 It's a secret. +0 Answer 2 You're my classmate. +0 You're my friend. +0 I really like you. - (ROMANCE) Mr President, I would like to Rank MAX (ROMANCE) Answer 1 Futon good with you? +0 Sofa good with you? +0 Floor good with you? +0 Answer 2 That's good. +0 Did you think it was over? +0 Good luck. +0 Reply 3 Thank you. +0 You'll
protect me. +0 Rank MAX (FRIENDSHIP) Answer 1 That's good. +0 Did you think about it? +0 Good luck. +0 Reply 2 Thank you. +0 Relying on the gods? +0 Pada Persona 4 Social Link Guide kali ini kami akan membahas tentang Bagaimana cara untuk meraih MAX Social Link untuk Priestess Arcana. Arcana ini di pegang oleh Yukiko Amagi, Berikut adalah detail untuk Guide
Persona 4 Social Link First Minister Arcana: HariKetersediaanMonOTueOWedOThurOFri-Sat-SunRRainX Lokasi Weekdays: Learning Building 1 1F (Lobby blanket Billboard)Holidays dan Sunday: Shopping district, South Pengaktifan Catatan lain Hari terakhir untuk menghadiri Social link adalah 27 November (Meskipun 27 November adalah hari ter anda masih dapat
meningkatkan commu dengan nongkrong pada hari Minggu)Max Social Link Item: Shrine Charm Poin diperlukan untuk Rank UP Rank 1: 0Rank 2: 0Rank 3: 2Rank 4: 2Rank 5: 4Rank 6: 5Rank 7: 6Rank 8: 7Rank 9: 8Rank10: 8 W / O = No Matching PersonaW = S Level 1 to 2 Yukiko: Sensei recommended this book to me because it has details of many different work licenses ...
ChoiceW /OWGoing ask for one?+2+3Sensei?+2+3 Yukiko: I thought something in the spirit of interior decorator ... What do you think? ChoiceW/OWSounds good.+3+3What is it?+2+? Your decision.-- Ranking level 2 to 3 Yukiko: Even eggs come in so many varieties ... ChoiceW / OWMaking dinner at the inn?+2+3On errands?+2+2 Yukiko: So I'll have some practice while I can!
ChoiceW / OWSouw luck.+3+3No sense.--Any other ?-- Yukiko: W-Will ... You? ChoiceW / OWCount me! (Level 4 Courage dibutuhkan)+3+3Needed.+2+2i dunno.–– Level 3-to-4 ranking For some reason, an unusually pungent odor hangs in the air. ChoiceW/OWLet is eating! (Level 3 Courage Mandatory)+3+3Hold on, my stomach ...+2+2Yy you tried it?+2+2 Yukiko looks sad...
ChoiceW / OWThere is always next time.+3+3It will not cut it--I can throw it?-- Yukiko: um ... I'm sorry to drag you around... ChoiceW /OWIts okay.+2+2It was fun.+3+3 Just don't feed me.+2+2 Level 4 order 5 Yukiko: Then the furniture department. I want to look at the table. You and the lamps ... ChoiceW / OWWhat is it all for?+2+3You can carry everything?-- Yukiko: Those
people are from some TV station. They wanted to cover the Amagi Inn. ChoiceW / OWSounds good for me .--You said no?-- Yukiko: ... I'd feel better if I left. ChoiceW / OWS you're serious?--This is selfish.-- Ranking level 5 to 6 Yukiko: I wrote everything I need so it shouldn't last that long. ChoiceW / OWWhat do you do?--Do you get even better?+2+2 Yukiko: But it does not turn
out the way it does in the book, even if I'm following directions. ChoiceW/OWGet someone who teaches you--Keep practicing + 2 + 3Want teach me? Yukiko: Are they that worried about my cooking...? ChoiceW / OWYou're pretty bad .--If you started a fire ...--They take care of you + 3 + 3 Ranking level 6 to 7 Yukiko: Once I leave this city ... I won't be able to come here again, will
I...? ChoiceW / OWNeste returns?--You're really leaving?-- Yukiko: Everyone has a bad idea ... I'm really sorry... ChoiceW/OWThing is fine.? +3 They're not wrong.??? +3 Ranking after 7 ke 8 Yukiko: I'm sorry, I have to go. ChoiceW/OWAn interview?--You'll be ?-- Yukiko: W-Was I creepy? ChoiceW/OWYeah were you.? You were fine.+3+3 You should have said more.+2+3
Ranking after 8 ke 9 Yukiko: Will you want something main character-kun? ChoiceW / OWFor everyone ...? +3For me.? +2 For you...? +3Is a secret.-- Yukiko: I-it's ok ... for me to ask ...? ChoiceW/OWY're my classmate--You're my friend.--I really love you. (Lovers relationshiP) Ranking level 9 to 10 Lovers Relationship: Yukiko: um, sorry ... I don't know what. talk about ... ChoiceW
/ OWThe futon good with you?--Coat good with you?--Floor good with you?-- Yukiko: That's why ... I'll stay here. On its own initiative. ChoiceW / OWThis is good .--Do you think it's over?--Many luck .-- Yukiko: It's the magic of this shrine ... To protect you. ChoiceW / OWThank you--You will protect me .-- Friends Relationship: Yukiko: That's why ... I'll stay here. On its own initiative.
ChoiceW / OWThis is good .--Do you think it's over?--Many luck .-- Yukiko: It's the magic of this shrine ... To protect you. Well. ChoiceW/OWThank you--Rely on the gods?-- Berikut Lengkap Guide ada di sini: Facebook Twitter LinkedIn More This article is about Arcana. For the shadows, see Arcana Nooch. The First Minister Arcana (⼥教皇, Jokyoukou)?, also known as the High
School, is a recurring Arcana in the Persona series. Overview [edit | edit source] Arcana is the means by which everything is revealed ... A silent voice in the heart whispers the deepest wisdom. Originally named pope, portrayed as an old woman with an open book, The First Lady of Arcana is a symbol of hidden knowledge or other untapped power, wisdom, feminine mystery and
patience when she appears in tarot reading. Gameplay-wise, personas of Arcana's firsts are commonly associated with healing and promoting attributes. Mythological characters of Arcana's goddesses are usually crone archetypes, goddesses of wisdom, witches, female mages or themselves. Individuals associated with the Arcana first minister are usually quiet, reserved,
hardworking and very intelligent. They are often modest and shy, and won't be open to the protagonist until much later in their social messages compared to other characters. A recurring theme with characters of the first minister is that they have a complex of inferiority due to growth under highly exiled family members, as in the cases of Fuuka Yamagishi, Yukiko Amagi and
Makoto Niijima. Appearances [edit | edit source] List personas [edit | edit source] Megami Ibunroku Persona [edit | edit source] The protagonist can guarantee a merger accident resulting in a Female Arcana persona by that starts from a hard reset (as in, is no longer a mid-game and loading save or selecting Return to The Head) and performing White Fusion after taking exactly
847 steps in an area where no enemies will be attacking, such as Mikage Sun Mall. The First Minister of Arcana is represented by Maki Sonomura. Persona 2 [edit | edit source] Innocent Sin [edit | edit source] Eternal Punishment [edit | edit source] Persona 3 [edit | edit source] The First Minister Arcana Social Link is represented by Fuuka Yamagishi, student of Gekkoukan High
School and a member of SEES. The protagonist can launch a social link flag after entering one of the cultural clubs. In addition, the main character must from its Courage characteristics parameter before starting Social Link. The First Minister Arcana Social Link powers he every time the protagonist collaborates with Fuuka, where she helps taste Fuuka's terrible cooking, as well as
helps her understand her insecuries, that it is a burden on others and her confusion about her disinterest in more female hobbies. After completing Social Link, Fuuka will give the protagonist her self-made headphones, linking the final form of The Handmnance arcana, Scathach, Teacher. The Archana First Minister is also Persona Arcana fuuka Yamagishi. FES /Portable [edit |
edit source] The Arcana first minister remains relatively the same as Persona 3. However, an exclusive Persona, High Pixie, has been added to the repertoire of Priestess Arcana. Persona 4 [edit | edit source] I want to protect the family inn. After all, it's close to my heart... The First Minister arcana Social Link is represented by Yukiko Amagi, a classmate of the main character in
Persona 4. Social Link is automatically created in the scene when the investigation team plans a stake-out on Kanji Tatsumi. In social link events, Yukiko declares his desire to leave Yasoinaba to the protagonist, but to do so, he must learn to live on his own at a time when graduates, which includes finding a career he can pursue and learn to cook. Unfortunately, she is a terrible
cook, and many dishes the protagonist's taste-test are practically edible. Several protagonist responses related to cooking Yukiko are also based on the protagonist's courage status parameter; The higher his courage, the better the answers the protagonist has access to. Leveling The First Minister's Arcana to Lv. 3 allows Yukiko to learn her distinct follow-up move, Fan Assault,
where Yukiko delivers a powerful attack on the active enemy, with 100% critical speed and dizziness condition. However, the protagonist must first knock down the target. Later, as the protagonist collaborates with Yukiko, Yukiko realizes that she actually cared about her inn family the most, and just felt attached to the belief that she had no choice. By the end of Social Link,
Yukiko will definitely not leave Yasoinaba, but inherit the Inn and continue her family's legacy. After a change in her psyche and finally finding her resolution, Yukiko's persona, Konohana Sakuya, is moving to Amateras. Completing the First Minister Arcana Social Link also lends the protagonist with the final form of The First Minister Arcana, Scathach, Jen Mentor. In Persona 4
Golden, Yukiko can unlock a third-tier persona: Sumeo-Okami. This is done by starting a social link meeting at any time after 1/10 if The Assistant Arcana is on Rank 10. Persona 4 Arena [edit | edit source] The Arcana First Minister is represented by Yukiko Amagi and her Persona, Konohana Sakuya, as well as Fuuka Yamagishi, who serves possible replacement of mc for Rise.
Persona Q: Shadow labyrinth [edit | edit source] Persona 5 [edit | edit source] The Arcana first aide is represented by a confidant with Makoto Niijima, who ranks up from June 24th further than the protagonist collaborates with her. This confidant unlocks additional information about the analysis and different skills of the team member for Makoto as he ranks above. Since the
confidant reaches the maximum Makoto persona, Johanna, will transmogrify to Anat. Completing the Private Arcana Confidante will also bestow the final form of Arcana, Cybele. In Persona 5 Royal, if the Princess Arcana confidant is maxed out and the protagonist decides to reject false reality during the events of the third semester, Makoto Niijima will unlock her third level
Persona: Agnes, by combining Johanna and Anat. Royal [edit | edit source] In Persona 5 Royal, The Princess Arcana remains largely unchanged with the level of Personas rebuilt. Persona Q2: New Cinema Labyrinth [edit | edit source] List of daemons [edit | edit source] Persona 2 [edit | edit source] Innocent Sin [edit | edit source] Eternal Penalty [edit | edit source] Shadow list
[edit | edit source] Characters [edit | edit source] Card patterns [edit | edit source] Trivia [edit | edit source] In the seventh episode of Persona 4 Animation English Oak, Margaret misspelled the names of Yukiko's Arcana, calling her empress instead of the princess. Priestess.
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